Automated Geospatial Models of Varying Complexities for Pine Forest Evapotranspiration Estimation with Advanced Data Mining
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Abstract: The study goal was to develop automated user-friendly remote-sensing based evapotranspiration (ET) estimation tools: (i) artificial neural network (ANN) based models, (ii) ArcGIS-based automated geospatial model, and (iii) executable software to predict pine forest daily ET flux on a pixel- or plot average-scale. Study site has had long-term eddy-flux towers for ET measurements since 2006. Cloud-free Landsat images of 2006–2014 were processed using advanced data mining to obtain Principal Component bands to correlate with ET data. The regression model’s $r^2$ was 0.58. The backpropagation neural network (BPNN) and radial basis function network (RBFN) models provided a testing/validation average absolute error of 0.18 and 0.15 Wm$^{-2}$ and average accuracy of 81% and 85%, respectively. ANN models though robust, require special ANN software and skill to operate; therefore, automated geospatial model (toolbox) was developed on ArcGIS ModelBuilder as user-friendly alternative. ET flux map developed with model tool provided consistent ET patterns for landuses. The software was developed for lay-users for ET estimation.
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1. Introduction

Evapotranspiration (ET) processes at the leaf-to-landscape scales in multiple land uses have important controls and feedback for the local, regional and global climate and water resource systems [1–3]. ET comprises a large part of the hydrologic budget for forests and serves as an indicator of forest growth and ecosystem productivity [2,3]. Leaf area index (LAI), canopy temperature ($T_c$), canopy ($g_c$) or leaf stomatal ($g_s$) conductance, net radiation, wind velocity, and soil moisture are the key drivers of ET [2,4–7]. By altering forest species composition, tree age distributions, and tree densities, land management directly affects ET [8] and consequently watershed hydrology. An interesting observation by Jaramillo et al. (2018)’s research concluded that in climate change scenarios, increased CO$_2$ concentrations in atmosphere decreases ET due to decreasing stomatal conductance is certain species but the increase in forest biomass is the cause of increased forest ET [9]. Accurate estimation of ET across the landscape is needed for many hydrologic analyses, particularly the assessment of...
land cover change’s impact on water budgets [2,3]. However, acceptable accuracy of ET estimation over landscape and regional scales at high spatial (plot level) and temporal (daily) scale has yet to be achieved [10,11].

Forest ET processes are inherently complex due to the many ecohydrological interactions within a forest ecosystem that often consist of multiple plant species and multiple vegetation layers with heterogeneous spatial distribution and variable microclimates over space and time [12,13]. Forest ET can be directly estimated by in-situ measurements with the use of either sparsely spaced weighing lysimeters [14]; sap flux sensors [15]; plant chambers [16]; or highly efficient but expensive eddy covariance flux towers [17]. The eddy covariance method that offers simultaneous measurements of ET with high temporal resolutions has gained popularity in recent years due to performance improvements and reduced costs of fast-response monitoring sensors [18–22]. However, the eddy covariance method has limitations in spatial representation of a landscape due to the small footprint of meteorological sensors that cover the tower air-shed. Soil water budget [23], watershed water balance [3,24–27], Bowen ratio or aerodynamics techniques supported by weather station data [20,28], and the soil moisture and potential ET (PET) method [5] are also being used for estimating plant and ecosystem ET. Watershed-constrained water balance calculations of ET followed by change-driver separating techniques are also used by researchers to estimate forest ET [9,29]. ET measurements through all these methods are costly, time consuming, and require elaborate measuring equipment [30] and thus are limited to small spatial scales.

Researchers are also employing hydrologic models with weather, soil, topography, and land cover data, and estimation from satellite remote sensing data [2,10,22] to estimate forest ET. Forest managers, land use planners, and/or hydrologists would potentially benefit from such a simple, efficient, and more cost-effective remote sensing-based technique for forest cover ET estimation [31] over a large area.

Estimating forest ET using remote sensing data is not a new concept. Li and Lyons [32] used 1.1 km resolution NOAA-14 AVHRR remote sensing data to derive surface temperature that combined with limited routine meteorological data like soil moisture to estimate ET of central Australia with limited success. Cristobal et al. (2011) [33] tested the reliability of remote sensing data of TERRA and LANDSAT to estimate forest vegetation ET in the Vallcebre research catchment in Spain from 2003–2005 using 27 AQUA-MODIS images, 11 Landsat-7 and 10 Landsat-5 images in comparison with stand transpiration obtained from sap flow measurements. However, the best estimation of forest ET using the Landsat images were obtained with a 30% uncertainty [33].

Hwang and Choi (2013) [34] studied the seasonal trends of satellite-based evapotranspiration algorithms over a complex ecosystem in East Asia using the Trapezoid Interpolation Model (TIM) [35–37] and the Remote-Sensing Penman-Monteith (RS-PM) [38] method to accurately estimate ET on heterogeneous landscapes including forest cover. The revised RS-PM model employs vapor pressure deficit and LAI to compute canopy conductance and substitutes NDVI with Enhanced Vegetation Index to estimate soil evaporation [38]. The TIM model, which was based on the Priestley-Taylor ET equation, created a relationship between remotely sensed surface temperature and NDVI to estimate ET. Byun et al. (2014) [39] used the dual-model approaches for evapotranspiration analyses over homo- & heterogeneous land surface conditions via the Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) [40] and the revised Remote Sensing based Penman-Monteith Model (R-RSPM; [38]). Lu et al. (2014) [41] used a hybrid dual-source (H-D) model to estimate ET over different ecosystems using eddy covariance data as reference. The researchers obtained large mean absolute errors (MAE) of 38.6 and 37.6 Wm$^{-2}$ for the woody savannah and forest sites, but low MAE for the grassland site.

Hendrickx et al. (2016) [31] benchmarked optical/thermal satellite imagery for estimating ET for various land uses including forest. The authors concluded that the use of NASA/USGS optical/thermal satellite imagery could considerably improve hydrologic decision support tools compared to their traditional implementations. The benefits of improved decision-making through hydrologic support systems from optical/thermal satellite imagery should substantially exceed the
costs for acquiring such imagery and implementing the remote sensing. Verstraeten et al. (2008) [20] noted that, in general, the finer the spatial resolution of the satellite, the better the agreement between the resulting ET estimates and flux tower measurements. The authors also found that when compared to flux tower measurements, Landsat slightly underestimates ET by 6 Wm\(^{-2}\), ASTER overestimates ET by 18 Wm\(^{-2}\) and MODIS underestimates ET by 57 Wm\(^{-2}\). This resulted in errors of 2%, 5% and 15% respectively. Senay et al. (2013) [42] presented a simple, but robust method that uses remotely sensed thermal data and model-assimilated weather fields to produce ET for the contiguous United States (CONUS) at monthly and seasonal time scales. This method, Simplified Surface Energy Balance model, parameterized for operational practices yielded ET results that compared reasonably well with monthly eddy covariance ET data, explaining 64% of the observed variability across diverse ecosystems in the CONUS during 2005. The authors cautioned that more research is required to improve the representation of the predefined boundary conditions in complex terrain at small spatial scales. The approach could use other thermal sensors such as Landsat.

Most existing ET studies use all types of forests or vegetation cover as objects of interest. However, very few studies have used remote sensing to determine ET of individual forest plantations like row crop pine plantation. Remote estimation of pine plantation is essential to observe the change in water availability for its growth when switchgrass or other bioenergy crops are grown as intercrop instead of the natural understory growth. Ha et al. (2015) [43] compared ET estimates of Ponderosa pine forests by the eddy covariance measurements and meteorological and remote sensing-based models and discovered that the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometers (MODIS) based remotely sensed method had a limited capability for estimating ET in both undisturbed and disturbed ponderosa pine forests. Therefore, Ha et al. (2015) [43] recommended using finer spatial-resolution-based remote sensing models, such as the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) or Landsat to improve remote-sensing-based estimates of ET.

Ceron et al. (2015) [28] used MODIS digital vegetation data and solar radiation data to derive regional weekly actual ET of pine forests for the South Florida Management District with a simplified surface energy balance method which provided good correlation between the MODIS based ET estimates and the actual in-situ meteorological ET data with average \( r = 59 \) and \( p < 0.0005 \). However, refinement in their model was suggested to obtain reliable annual estimation of ET [28]. In addition, suggestions implied that inclusion of more accurate temperature data available from thermal bands of other satellites like ASTER or Landsat would provide better estimates of the forest cover ET, especially the pine forest cover.

Yang et al. (2016) [22] used a multi-sensor ET data fusion system over a mixed forested/agricultural landscape including loblolly pine in North Carolina, USA during 2013 growing season. This study estimated ET from a Two-Source Energy Balance (TSEB) model using thermal infrared remote sensing digital information of land surface temperature from multiple satellite platforms: Geostationary satellite data at 4-km resolution (hourly), 1-km imagery from MODIS (daily), and 30 m Landsat (bi-weekly). By combining these spatial and temporal resolution data to the Spatial-Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) to estimate daily ET at 30-m resolution, mean absolute errors of approximately 29% at the daily time step, 12% at the monthly time step, and 3% over the full study period at two flux tower sites in the study area were obtained [22].

Panda et al. (2016) [10] studied the usefulness of remote sensing, especially freely available Landsat ETM+ imageries to estimate homogenous mature pine evapotranspiration (ET) and other ET parameters, such as soil moisture, \( T_c \), LAI, and \( g_c \). They obtained excellent correlation between the actual and predicted upper-canopy temperature (\( R^2 = 0.93, n = 42 \)) using the thermal infrared band of Landsat 7 ETM+. However, they obtained low correlation (\( R^2 = 0.36, n = 6 \)) for the \( g_c \) prediction using band 5 (mid-infrared) and very poor correlation (\( R^2 = 0.05, n = 42 \)) for soil moisture prediction using band 7 image info of Landsat 7 ETM+. Panda et al. (2016) [10] used Bands 5, 6, and 7, NDVI, and Vegetation Vigor Index as input parameters to estimate mature pine ET flux using statistical multivariate regression algorithm and obtained satisfactory correlation (\( R^2 = 0.61, n = 35 \)) with smaller
spatial and temporal variations in the datasets along with no data mining application in model building. The authors proposed that the inclusion of more spatial variability, sound data mining technique, high-resolution imagery and high-end image-processing approach could provide robust models to help estimate/predict site-specific daily ET flux with better accuracies.

All these models, discussed above, used complicated working procedures and are difficult for novice users to comprehend. For example, the models that were developed for heterogeneous vegetation covers using low spatial resolution imageries were less robust due to lack of adequate data samples covering a large temporal variation in climate. Therefore, based on the recommendation of these studies, there is a need for developing less complex, simpler and user-friendly remote sensing-based ET estimation models with the help of freely available moderate spatial resolution digital information (Landsat, 30 m) that contains bands to estimate canopy temperature, vegetation vigor, biomass, and soil and plant water content.

Most of the vegetation ET studies, including Panda et al. (2016) [10], used statistical modeling approaches to estimate ET values with remote sensing based digital information of the land cover and obtained modest correlation. Use of the artificial neural network (ANN) modeling approach provides a better correlation compared to the conventional statistical modeling in prediction studies related to site-specific crop management, biomass yield prediction, ecological estimation, and hydrologic forecasting with remote sensing data [44–49]. Adeloye et al. (2012) [50] had used Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and feed-forward supervised artificial neural networks to develop models to predict irrigated crop ET with high reliability, i.e., more than 90% ($R^2 > 0.9$). As no known studies have been conducted so far in Forest ET estimation using ANN, this study conducted an analysis to test the efficiency of ANN in modeling homogenous pine forest ET flux.

Thus, the goal of this study was to develop automated remote sensing-based ET flux estimation models of various complexities to estimate/map the daily ET of a homogenous pine forest. The specific objectives of the study were to develop:

1. Artificial neural networks (ANN) models using Landsat based digital information with back-propagation neural network (BPNN) and radial basis function network (RBFN) algorithms to predict homogenous pine forest daily (noon–2 PM average) ET flux on pixel- or plot average-scale;
2. An automated geospatial tool supported by the remotely sensed digital information and ET flux statistical correlation algorithm to help land managers to map pine spatially distributed daily (noon–2 PM average) ET rates in ArcGIS software; and
3. Executable software that estimates daily (noon–2 PM average) ET rates of homogenous pine forest on pixel- or plot average-scale with the PC bands 1 and 2 information.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Site

The study site is a 4500 ha managed pine forest called the Parker Tract (PT) owned and managed by Weyerhaeuser Company in Washington County, Coastal North Carolina, USA. We selected a mature (~25 years old planted in 1992) loblolly pine ($Pinus taeda$, L.) (LP) stand (35°48′ N, 76°40′ W) and a young plantation (~5 years old in 2010 clear-cut (CC) (35°48′ N, 76°42′ W) stands with about 1.5 km apart for this modeling study [51]. The topography of the study area is flat with a ground elevation less than 8 m a.m.s.l and drained with ditches approximately 90 to 100 m apart to manage the water table and improve tree productivity [19,25]. The area has poorly drained soils with predominant soil types classified as a loamy, mixed, dysic, thermic Terric Haplosaprists in the Cape Fear and Belhaven series based on the STATSGO soil analysis. The long-term (1945–2008) average annual precipitation of the site is 1320 ± 211 mm and is evenly distributed with mean annual temperature of 15.5 °C [19]. The annual growing season of pine averages about 195 days [19].
The research site was instrumented for climatologic data acquisition and plant growth monitoring with two AmeriFlux (http://ameriflux.lbl.gov/) towers on both the LP and the CC sites (Towers B & A, respectively, Figure 1). The matured loblolly pine (LP) site is a mid-rotation plantation stand with 90 ha area established after clear-cutting a previous rotation of loblolly pine and replanting with 2-year old seedlings at 1.5 m by 4.5 m spacing in 1992 [19]. The clear-cut (CC) site was established in 2003 with 2-year old seedlings in a stand that was clear-cut in 2002 and the flux tower (Tower B) is located in the middle of the site with an approximate distance of 1.5 km from Tower A [22].

![Figure 1. Study area location and instrumentations for climatologic data acquisition and hydrological monitoring—(a) Study area plot design and (b) False Color Composite (FCC) Landsat Image of the study area. Note: PTComplimg in Figure 1b = PT (larger) site Composite Image.](image)

2.2. Data Acquisition

2.2.1. Micrometeorological Data Acquisition and Preparation

Latent heat fluxes or ET were measured using an open-path eddy covariance system that includes a CSAT3 three-dimensional sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific Instrument-CSI, Logan, UT, USA), a CR5000 data logger (CSI), an infrared gas analyzer (IRGA, Model LI-7500, LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA) and a relative humidity and air temperature sensor (model HMP-45C; Vaisala Oyj, Helsinki, Finland) [19]. Soil heat flux was measured at the matured pine site with three heat flux plates (model HFT3, CSI, Logan, UT, USA) at the depth of 2 cm, which were placed in three contrasting microsites—one in a row of trees, in relative shade, another between rows in a mostly open environment and one about half-way in-between [19]. The flux data were collected at each 30-min time steps and quality checked, as judged by atmospheric stability and flux stationarity [52]; but for few dates, due to malfunctioning of instruments, correct ET flux data were not available. The missing data were gap-filled using the monthly regression between observed and potential ET models created from observed data with high quality [52]. Measured ET (Wm$^{-2}$) from both eddy flux towers corresponding to the acquired image dates were extracted for the 2006–2014 study period. The ET Flux data were acquired by the tower in the study area on a continuous real-time on every half an hour basis. The data was averaged for 2 h (between noon and 2 PM, covering the image acquisition time of the day) were used as outputs of the estimation model.

2.2.2. Satellite Image Acquisition and Band Selection

Altogether, 70 Landsat images were freely acquired from USGS Earth Explorer (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) site, which has completed geometric and radiometric correction on them. They included Path # 14 and Row # 35 cloud-free Landsat 7 ETM+ (2006–2013) and Landsat 8 imageries (2013–2014). However, only 48 sets (for both towers) of suitable images and ET flux data were available for ET model development. For the CC site, only the 2014 data could be used, as 2013 was the year of plantation establishment and pine saplings were almost covered by understories.
of red maple, greenbrier and loblolly pine of similar or greater height. All Landsat 7 ETM+ data had scan-line issues but in all ETM+ images used in the study, scan-line issues were avoided when including only $5 \times 5$ (=25) pixels around the two eddy flux towers. With a moderate spatial resolution of 30 m, pine vegetation spatial area is covered uniformly. Together Landsat 7 and 8 have temporal resolution of 8 days, so that ET variation in the vegetation can be determined approximately twice a month, capturing seasonal variations. The researchers completed required spectral resolution for ET estimation—having individual bands suitable to estimate the eco-hydrologic parameters related to ET such as LAI, stomatal conductance, soil moisture, and canopy temperature, etc. ([10]; Tables 1 and 2). The images have simple radiometric resolution, i.e., 8-bit for Landsat 7 ETM+ and 16-bit for Landsat 8 (extra processing was needed—raster calculator use to reduce the Landsat 8 pixel values by a factor of 256—to make both imagery data compatible in model development). Landsat satellite wavebands were specifically designed and useful for remote estimation of ecological features, especially ET on earth (Tables 1 and 2).

### Table 1. Landsat 7 ETM+ band information and applications (adopted from [10]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band # &amp; Name</th>
<th>Band Width</th>
<th>Environmental Monitoring Application Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 1 (Blue)</td>
<td>0.45–0.52</td>
<td>Bathymetric mapping, distinguishing soil from vegetation and deciduous from coniferous vegetation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 2 (Green)</td>
<td>0.52–0.60</td>
<td>Emphasizes peak vegetation, i.e., plant vigor; iron content in rocks and soil differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3 (Red)</td>
<td>0.63–0.69</td>
<td>Vegetation slopes and plant chlorophyll content differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4 (Near Infrared)</td>
<td>0.76–0.90</td>
<td>Biomass content estimation and shorelines delineation/differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5 (Middle Infrared (MIR))</td>
<td>1.55–1.75</td>
<td>Moisture content of soil and vegetation discrimination: cloud and snow differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6 (Thermal Infrared)</td>
<td>10.4–12.5</td>
<td>Thermal mapping and soil moisture estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7 (MIR)</td>
<td>2.08–2.35</td>
<td>Soil analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 8 (Panchromatic)</td>
<td>0.52–0.90</td>
<td>Higher image resolution (15 m)—sharper image definition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Landsat 8 band information and its applications (adopted from http://landsat.usgs.gov/best_spectral_bands_to_use.php).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band # &amp; Name</th>
<th>Band Width</th>
<th>Environmental Monitoring Application Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 1 (Coastal Aerosol)</td>
<td>0.43–0.45</td>
<td>Coastal and aerosol studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 2 (Blue)</td>
<td>0.45–0.51</td>
<td>Bathymetric mapping, distinguishing soil from vegetation and deciduous from coniferous vegetation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3 (Green)</td>
<td>0.53–0.59</td>
<td>Emphasizes peak vegetation, i.e., plant vigor assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4 (Red)</td>
<td>0.64–0.67</td>
<td>Vegetation slopes and plant chlorophyll content differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 5 (Near Infrared)</td>
<td>0.85–0.88</td>
<td>Biomass content estimation and shorelines delineation/differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 6 (Shortwave Infrared 1)</td>
<td>1.57–1.65</td>
<td>Moisture content of soil and vegetation discrimination: cloud and snow differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 7 (Shortwave Infrared 2)</td>
<td>2.11–2.29</td>
<td>Improved moisture content of soil and vegetation discrimination: improved cloud and snow differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 8 (Panchromatic)</td>
<td>0.50–0.68</td>
<td>Higher image resolution (15 m)—sharper image definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 9 (Cirrus)</td>
<td>1.36–1.38</td>
<td>Improved detection of cirrus cloud contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 10 (Thermal Infrared 1)</td>
<td>10.60–11.19</td>
<td>Lower resolution (100 m)—thermal mapping and soil moisture estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 11 (Thermal Infrared 2)</td>
<td>11.5–12.51</td>
<td>Lower resolution (100 m)—improved thermal mapping and soil moisture estimation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Band 1 to 7 of Landsat 7 ETM+ and Band 2–7 and Band 10 of Landsat 8 were used in the pine ET estimation. All these selected bands are directly or indirectly helpful in the estimation of ET or ET governing parameters (Tables 1 and 2). A $5 \times 5$ pixel (150 m $\times$ 150 m) window was chosen surrounding both eddy covariance flux tower locations. Individual bands were separated from each of the images
compatible to the study. Each band (individual dates) was processed together to produce digital information for remote sensing-based ET estimation model development.

2.2.3. Reduction of Spectral Variables through Principal Components Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a powerful method of analyzing correlated multidimensional data [53,54]. PCA is an orthogonal linear transformation that reorganizes the variance in a multi-band image into a new set of image bands. Wood and McCarthy (1984) [55] effectively explained the PCA algorithm and its advantages in data reduction. Each individual band in the output PCA image receives some contribution from all of the input image’s bands. Therefore, PCA was used as a data compression technique for solving the multiple correlation problems. An automated principal component analysis model was developed in ArcGIS 10.3 (ESRI TM) ModelBuilder (Figure 2) using seven bands depending on the satellite (Bands 1–7 for Landsat 7, Bands 2–7 and 10 for Landsat 8). The resulting correlation matrix, covariance matrix, Eigen values and vectors results were analyzed (Table 3, an example of one date Landsat 7 ETM+ mature pine site image PCA) for this study. The first two PCA bands (PC1 and PC2) provided an average of 95% accumulative Eigen values suggesting that 95% of digital information of the seven bands of Landsat images are embedded in the first two PC bands. Therefore, only these two PC bands were used in this study instead of all seven bands as input parameters for ET remote estimation model development. This procedure supported the study objective to develop a model as SIMPLE as possible. A python script was written to use in the automated model in ArcGIS ModelBuilder (Appendix A.1) to batch process all 48 sets (seven selected bands) of Landsat band images to produce corresponding principal component bands from which only the PC1 and PC2 bands were selected to be used in model development. Users would replace the Landsat input bands with their study area that can modify the python script according to their file path and use in the automated geospatial model Appendix A.2) in ArcGIS software to obtain their PC bands easily. The Summary Statistics tool (Appendix A.2) would then provide them with the principal component ASCII information for model development.

Table 3. PCA results to provide decision support for using fewer images in model development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Number of Components = 7 Output Raster(s)</th>
<th>PERCENT AND ACCUMULATIVE EIGENVALUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># PC Layer</td>
<td>Eigen Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>395.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Eigen value percentage shows that only the first principal component band contains majority of seven band information of the studied Landsat 7 ETM+ image and it holds good for other date images including Landsat 8.

2.3. Data Mining Approaches for Model Data Preparation

Data re-preprocessing and data quality control are necessary in continuous real-time data collection process as data gaps were common due to flux tower instrument malfunctioning, weather anomalies, and human error in field measurements. Preprocessing of input data was completed with the following methods. Missing values in a dataset can be filled in by using the “attribute mean” of the dataset [56], most probable value [56], or a global constant [56]. In this study, the mean of the group to fill the missing numbers was used. Data outliers were determined by a separability function that determines how two groups of data clusters would be distinct in a dataset. A higher separability value
suggested a great degree of distinctness in groups. The separability equation used was represented as follows:  
\[
V = \frac{\mu_i - \mu_j}{\sqrt{\delta_i + \delta_j}}
\]  
(1)

where, \( \mu_i \) is mean of the group \( i \), \( \mu_j \) is mean of the group \( j \), \( \delta_i \) is standard deviation of the data in group \( i \), and \( \delta_j \) is standard deviation of the data in group \( j \). Group \( i \) was the PC bands digital values and group \( j \) was the corresponding ET values. Researchers did expect some data volatility due to the drastic weather changes during the year and over nine years in the study area. In case of data volatility (check the standard deviation), intermediate functions (ratio) can reduce volatility [57]. Data integration was also essential; imagery data were collected from two different sources, i.e., Landsat 7 ETM + and Landsat 8 and ET data with instrumentation. Thus, proper integration of these two datasets was needed to work as a single entity which assisted in bringing the PC band digital data into similar range as the Landsat 7 DN (reflectance percentage) values were of 0 to 255 (8-bit data) and the Landsat 8 digital values were 0 to 65535 (16-bit data). Thus, the correlation between attributes \( A \) (image data) and \( B \) (ET data) was obtained by the following formulae [56]:  
\[
r_{A,B} = \frac{\sum (A - \bar{A})(B - \bar{B})}{(n-1)\sigma_A\sigma_B}
\]  
(2)

where, \( n \) is the number of data points, \( A \) and \( B \) are means of two different attribute values, and \( \sigma_A \) and \( \sigma_B \) are standard deviations of the respective attribute values. When the value of \( r_{A,B} \) was greater than 0 and \( A \) and \( B \) are positively correlated, the formula resulted in a high value and thus implied redundancy in the attributes. Data transformation was required for our study due to data volatility as described above. Therefore, in order to enable the dataset to be ANN model friendly, data normalization was completed with our dataset to bring them (PC1, PC2, and ET flux values) into similar ranges. In the NN literature, data normalizing also often refers to rescaling by the minimum and range of the vector to make all elements lie between 0 and 1. Normalization can be done by means of subtracting a measure of location and dividing by a measure of scale; e.g., if the vector contains random values with a Gaussian distribution, subtract the mean and divide by the standard deviation to obtain a ‘standard normal’ variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 1 (Equation (3))  
\[
X_N = \frac{X_i - \mu}{\delta},
\]  
(3)

where, \( N \) is number of training cases; \( X_i \) is value of the raw input variable, \( X \), for the \( i \)th training case; \( X_N \) is the normalized value of \( X \); \( \mu \) is the mean of data points; and \( \delta \) is the standard deviation of data points. After the data outlier determination, data volatility reduction with normalization, perfect datasets were created for both statistical and neural network model development.

2.4. Neural Network Model Development

An advanced ANN modeling approach with training, testing and validation model development was also undertaken in this study for accurate estimation of ET flux from Landsat image band based PC1 and 2 bands. We used two different ANN modeling algorithms to develop a predictive ET model using the digital image information. Both Back-propagation Neural Network (BPNN) and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) modeling approaches were used in our study.

In a typical BPNN, with every iteration, error generated from the input-output correlation is back-propagated to the input layer from the output layer to make the network learn better so that the global error could be minimized [58]. The increment and decrement of randomly generated weight factor and assigned to individual input parameters, in each iteration can help in reducing the error [58]. We modified the change in weight in the BPNN model with the application of a momentum term to the model. Since the change in weight in a layer is always added to the previous weight to update it
in the gradient descend method, the error in prediction was expected to decrease. The BPNN model architecture pertaining to our research is shown later in the Results section. According to [59]), a typical Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) consists of three different layers with the successive layer fully connected by feed-forward arcs as shown in the RBFN model architecture pertaining to our research that is shown later in the Results section. There is no provision of weight between the input layer and the hidden layer (prototype). The transfer function used at the hidden layer is the ‘radial basis functions’, a nonlinear transfer function. This study presents only two input parameters (Landsat PC1 and 2 band digital information) in the input layer with only one hidden layer present in the RBFN model. Generally, in the RBFN model, the output layer is linear [59] but in this study, the RBFN model was nonlinear due to the application of Gaussian transfer function in the network.

A step-by-step model optimization procedure developed by Panda et al. (2010) [44] to obtain the best correlation between input and output parameters in BPNN and RBFN. The same process was employed in this study by changing learning rate, momentum term, and iteration rate to optimize the ANN models for obtaining optimal prediction accuracies. Randomly, with a 70-30% ratio the data were divided as training and testing dataset. The models were optimally trained first and the testing data were used in both models to validate the optimal training model’s estimation efficacy as discussed below.

Neural Network Model Performance Evaluation

Both types of the ANN model performances were evaluated based on root mean square error (RMSE), prediction accuracy, and standard error of prediction (SEP). Moreover, the correlation coefficient (r) between the actual and predicted output along with the slope and intercept of the linear regression model was used. The equation for RMSE is given by

\[ \text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{MSE}}{n}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y}_i)^2}{n-2}} \]  

(4)

where, \( n \) is the number of observations; \( p \) is the number of the parameter to be estimated; and SSE and MSE are sum of squared errors and mean square error, respectively.

Average test prediction accuracy is calculated based on Equation (5), where \( N \) is total number of observations and \( \text{OP}_A \) and \( \text{OP}_P \) are actual and predicted output, respectively.

\[ \text{Average Test Accuracy} = \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|\text{OP}_A - \text{OP}_P|}{\text{OP}_A} \right) \times 100 \]  

(5)

An executable file developed in the Biolab of North Dakota State University, Fargo ND, using Visual C++ (Microsoft Corporation, Bellevue, WA) was used to determine the predicted ET accuracy and the subsequent actual and predicted correlation coefficient (r) between the measured and predicted ET and, intercept (a), slope (\( \beta \)), and SEP from the back-propagation neural network result. The predicted and actual output regression analysis was done using the following linear equation:

\[ Y = \beta X + a \]  

(6)

where, \( X \) and \( Y \) are predicted and actual output, respectively; \( \beta \) is slope; and \( a \) is the intercept. The SEP of the predictive model is calculated by using the following equation (Kramer, 1998):

\[ \text{SEP} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} [(Y_i - X_i) - \text{d}_{\text{m}}]^2}{n - 1}} \]  

(7)

where, \( \text{d}_{\text{m}} \) is the mean of the difference between actual and predicted values \( Y \) and \( X \) (of \( i^{\text{th}} \) individual), respectively; and \( n \) is the total number of observations.
2.5. Automated Geospatial Model and Software Development for ET Estimation

2.5.1. Correlation Algorithm Development and Software Development for ET Prediction

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models have some limitations in their usage by users. The ANN models would provide ET estimation only with the use of ‘trained’ models as developed in this study and discussed later. However, such users with no access to NN software may not be able to predict the pine ET for their area of interest using these models. Therefore, there is a big need of developing statistical correlation algorithms using the processed PC1 and PC2 band digital information and the corresponding ET Flux data. A multiple Stepwise regression was completed in SPSS (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The p-value statistics were used to test the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero (no effect). With low \( p \)-value (<0.05), it was understood that a predictor was meaningful to our model because changes in the predictor’s value are related to changes in the response variable. The model regression coefficients represent the mean change in the response variable for one unit of change in the predictor variable while holding other predictors as constant and it is important in analyses as it isolates the role of one variable from all of the others in the model. Regression coefficients obtained from the statistical model were used by the researchers to develop the ET prediction algorithm and used the algorithm to develop an ET estimation software in Visual Basics Studios platform. The model algorithm was also used in the automated geospatial model based spatial ET map development.

The relationship between input and output data, i.e., the statistical multiple regression correlation algorithm shown (Equation (8)) in the Results and Discussion section was used to develop an executable file (software) that can be used by laypersons to estimate the pine ET from image digital information. The form is very simple as it uses only two inputs (Landsat imagery based PC1 and PC2 band as inputs and just by clicking on the Calculate button, the end-users can get the ET Flux \((W/m^2)\) in the appropriate text box.

2.5.2. Automated Geospatial Model Development for ET Estimation Map Production

Figure 2 is a continuous workflow of developing the ET map of a single date for the study area using the principal component band images as discussed previously. The workflow is presented in the automated geospatial model developed in ArcGIS 10.3 ModelBuilder platform.

5 September 2013 Landsat 8 image was used to develop the ET flux spatial variation map and for the comparison/validation study. As discussed in the previous section and shown in Appendix A.2, seven bands (bands 2–7 and 10) of Landsat 8 were masked to the study area (Figure 1) and principal component analyses were performed to produce seven and two principal component bands, respectively (Figure 2). The cumulative Eigen values for first two PC bands were 98.9% in the seven bands PC analysis. Thus, the two PC bands, whose cumulative Eigen values were 100%, obtained from two bands PC analysis were used in further analysis. Data transformation of 16-bit PC1 and PC2 band rasters was conducted using Raster calculator (Figure 2) with a reduction factor of 256. The transformed PC band rasters were converted as a float (*.flt) file to enable map algebra application in ArcGIS. Finally, through the Raster Calculator tool, the statistical correlation algorithm (Equation (8)) was applied using both transformed PC bands to develop the ET flux raster (map) of the delineated Parker Tract study area (Figure 2). The equations used for raster calculation are provided as labels below the tools in Figure 2.

End-users should be able to develop a single date ET Flux map of their interest study area by just replacing the Landsat image band rasters and study area boundary vector of their choice (left side blue ellipses) in the automated geospatial model (Figure 2). This will be available to users in an ArcGIS Toolbox (*.tbx) form for running the model to produce their intended final output. Output data file path should be changed to suit to their requirement by double clicking on each output data (green ellipses) and modifying the path. It is to be noted that the automated model (Figure 2) developed in ArcGIS has intuitive color scheme, i.e., blue ellipses are INPUT data (vector/raster), yellow rectangle (ArcGIS tools, user developed separate models, or user developed script tools developed in ArcPython as developed...
and used as shown in Figure 2, and the green ellipses are output data (vector/raster). From here onwards, the developed automated geospatial model will be referred to as ‘Pine ET-flux Remote Estimation (PETFRE) Model.’ The PETFRE model use is perhaps the simplest way of developing the daily ET Flux maps using Landsat image bands.

2.5.3. Study Result Validation

Initially, a visual comparison was conducted between our resultant ET Flux (Wm$^{-2}$) map developed for 5 September 2013 (scan-line free Landsat 8 image) with the ET (mm/day) map of 20 July 2013 developed by Yang et al. (2016)’s team in the same study area of Parker Tract. The authors (Yang et al., 2016) [22] used cumbersome process-based high-end models like Atmospheric-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI) and disaggregation ALEXI (DisALEXI) that combine two-source energy balance (TSEB) and atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) models. The 2011 NLCD landuse classification map were two years apart from our ET map development date; as a result, researchers developed another automated geospatial model (Figure 3) in ArcGIS ModelBuilder platform using the unsupervised ISODATA clustering algorithm, WARD minimum variance statistical function based DENDROGRAM analysis, and reclassification of landuse types with the dendrogram result (Table 4) support to produce the landuse classification map of the same 5 September 2013 Landsat image.
Initially, the ISODATA based 13 landuse classes merged together with dendrogram suggestion into 9 classes and later a five landuse class reclassified map was created with classes like (1) pine forest + mixed forest, (2) bare soil, (3) bare soil intermixed with sparse vegetation cover, (4) bare soil and vegetation intermix, and (5) agriculture.

The ET flux (Wm\(^{-2}\)) map of 5 September 2013 (Figure 2 output) developed with PETFRE was validated with landuse classification map (Figure 3 output) with five classes. Stratified random sample locations (20 numbers) were selected to obtain the sample landuse types and their corresponding ET flux values. Figure 4, the automated geospatial model, provides the workflow of the ET flux estimation validation process with landuse types of the study area. The ET flux would compare with the landuse types qualitatively, i.e., wetted bare soil characteristic to low-gradient coastal landuse would have higher ET flux than other vegetative land cover. According to Yang et al. (2016) [22] agriculture would have higher ET Flux compared to forest cover depending upon the study area.
The ET flux (Wm$^{-2}$) map of 5 September 2013 (Figure 2 output) developed with PETFRE was validated with landuse classification map (Figure 3 output) with five classes. Stratified random sample locations (20 numbers) were selected to obtain the sample landuse types and their corresponding ET flux values. Figure 4, the automated geospatial model, provides the workflow of the ET flux estimation validation process with landuse types of the study area. The ET flux would compare with the landuse types qualitatively, i.e., wetted bare soil characteristic to low-gradient coastal landuse would have higher ET flux than other vegetative land cover. According to Yang et al. (2016) [22] agriculture would have higher ET Flux compared to forest cover depending upon the study area.

Figure 4. Automated geospatial model developed in ArcGIS ModelBuilder to conduct ET flux estimation validation with study area Landuse with ground-truth samples.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. ET Prediction Model Results

3.1.1. BPNN Training and Validation Models

Out of the 35 outlier free data for 35 different days of the 2006–2014 period obtained after the data mining on the available dataset, 26 data values for 26 days were randomly chosen as ‘Training’ data and the rest of the nine data values for 9 days were used as the ‘Testing/Validation’ data for the BPNN model development. Both the training and validation data sets contained two input parameters (PC1 and PC2 band digital values) and one corresponding output parameter (ET flux values) for each day. The actual BPNN model architecture is provided in Figure 5. The model structure is presented in the bottom left corner of the figure showing two input parameters, one hidden layer, and one output parameter along with a bias factor associated with the hidden layer, or the processing unit of the model. The top of the figure shows the model graphics that was obtained after the model was run for training. The model parameters were set to the optimum following the neural network optimization step-by-step approach. The learning coefficient of 0.5, momentum term of 0.9, learning rule as Delta-Rule algorithm, transfer function as sigmoid, and a training epoch of 50,000 were set for the optimal training model (Left-Middle of Figure 5). The training model RMSE error of 0.13, data correlation of 0.75, network weight variation dynamics, actual versus desired classification rate, and the confusion matrix were obtained after the model was trained in the Neural Ware Professional II Plus software. Once, the model training was completed, the BPNN trained model was used to validate the model with the randomly prepared testing dataset. The model tested output data was written in *.nnr format. The optimized model obtained average absolute error of 0.18 (18% of the average actual normalized absolute ET flux values used as testing data) and an average accuracy of 81.3% (Appendix C).
3.1.2. RBFN Training and Validation Models

The same ‘Training’ and ‘Testing/Validation’ datasets used for the BPNN model development were also used in the RBFN modeling. The actual RBFN model architecture is provided in Figure 6. The model structure is presented in the bottom left corner of the figure showing two input parameters, one hidden layer, and one output parameter along with a bias factor associated with the hidden layer, or the processing unit of the model. The top of the figure shows the model graphics that was obtained after the model was run for training. The model parameters were set to the optimum following the neural network optimization step-by-step approach. The same (like in the BPNN model) learning coefficient of 0.5, momentum term of 0.9, and 45,000 epochs were found to be optimum for the RBFN model architecture, along with the learning rule of Delta-Rule algorithm and transfer function of sigmoid (Left-Middle of Figure 6). The training model RMSE error of very minimal 0.0034, data correlation of almost 100%, i.e., 0.99, and actual versus desired classification rate of almost 1.00 were obtained. It is shown at the top of Figure 6 visual along with the network weight variation dynamics and the confusion matrix. The RBFN trained model was used to validate the model using the prepared testing dataset. Our optimized model obtained average absolute prediction error of 0.15 (15% of the average actual normalized absolute ET flux values used as testing data) and an average accuracy of 84.8% (Appendix D).

In comparison of both ANN modeling approaches, the RBFN model provided somewhat better ET estimation compared to the BPNN model. More data inclusion may enhance the model ability to predict ET of homogenous pine using the Landsat satellite imagery information. This procedure was developed as an alternative to the less complex, simple, and user-friendly automated geospatial model and the executable file developed for ET flux estimation with remote sensing digital information shown below. However, the ANN model usage is not simple for lay-users but forest managers with access to neural network software possibly would be able to apply them with the availability of ANN software.
The algorithm (equation) developed from the regression analysis is shown in Equation (8).

$\text{Pine ET Flux (Wm}^{-2}) = 541.17 + (\text{PC1} \times 4.46) - (\text{PC2} \times 3.43)$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Equation (8) was used to develop the executable file (software) to estimate daily ET flux on pixel- or plot average-scale basis. When users input the Landsat image supported principal component bands (PC1 and PC2) based ASCII data for a given day into the appropriate text boxes and click on the Calculate button, the corresponding ET value in Wm$^{-2}$ would be shown on ‘Evapotranspiration (ET) Flux’ text box. The software is provided in Appendix B along with the codes developed in Visual Basics Studio 2015. Figure 7 shows the results of the entire automated model process as a work flow that creates a daily ET flux map of the study area using 5 September 2013 Landsat 8 image bands. Figure 7a is the automated model run with the initial seven band rasters of the Landsat 8 (Figure 7b) and the FCC image is shown at the end of Figure 7b, which was used in image landuse classification (Figure 3). Figure 7c is the PC1 and PC2 band rasters with 16-bit pixel values which were converted to 8-bit rasters (Figure 7d) with raster transformation algorithm. Equation (8) was used to produce the study area ET flux map (Figure 7e for 5 September 2013, which varied from 373.9 Wm$^{-2}$ to 794.9 Wm$^{-2}$, with an average of 575.45 Wm$^{-2}$. Predicted ET values for different landuse types are discussed later as a validation of the ET flux estimation for those landuse types.
Figure 7. Resultant maps of the entire step-by-step process of the study to develop the automated geospatial model in ArcGIS ModelBuilder to develop the ET flux map of the study area using Landsat image rasters: (a) Automated geospatial model for ET Flux raster development using remote sensing data; (b) individual band raster of a selected composite Landsat 8 image; (c) 16-bit principal component 1 and 2 rasters obtained from the PCA analysis of the composite image; (d) 8-bit converted PC1 and 2 raster from Landsat 8 imagery 16-bit raster to compliment with 8-bit Landsat 7 ETM+ PC rasters; (e) Equation (8) based ET Flux raster of the study area.
3.1.4. ET Flux Map Comparison with Other Studies

5 September 2013 false color composite (FCC) Landsat image was classified into five dominant landuse classes in the study area. Through randomly sampled 20 ground locations, we analyzed the landuse (Figure 8a) versus ET flux (Figure 8b) correlation trend to ascertain that the developed process of creating an ET flux map with Landsat images works properly (Figure 7e). Table 5 provides the correlational information about the landuse versus ET flux in the study area. Though, our study algorithm for ET flux estimation was developed for pine only still were able to estimate ET fluxes of other vegetation in the larger study area (Figure 7e). We found consistency between the landuse and ET flux values in the study area. The table (Table 5) is arranged with ET flux values from largest to smallest. From the analysis, it is clear that ‘bare soil’ land cover, which is actually the non-forested wetlands (As corroborated in Yang et al., 2016 [22] study), has the highest ET fluxes. Next higher ET flux is from the ‘agriculture’ landuse. Forest (pine forest/mixed forest) has moderate ET flux whereas obviously the upland ‘bare soil intermixed with sparse vegetation’ landuse has lowest ET flux values. In general, the ET patterns for different landuse types found in this study are similar to other studies reported in Yang et al. (2016) [22], Liu et al. (2010) [60]—Table 5 & Figure 4, and Wang et al. (2012) [61]—Figure 5.

Table 5. Landuse versus ET flux values comparison with classified landuse map and the developed ET map of the study area for 5 September 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># ID</th>
<th>Ground Truth Points #</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Landuse Code</th>
<th>Class Names</th>
<th>ET Flux Values (Wm(^{-2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>895073.224</td>
<td>3969010.052</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bare Soil (non-forested wetland)</td>
<td>753.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>893109.853</td>
<td>3968512.898</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bare Soil (non-forested wetland)</td>
<td>716.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>891361.022</td>
<td>3971487.833</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>633.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>895632.953</td>
<td>396936.526</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>632.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>892599.327</td>
<td>3969077.053</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>621.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>894212.281</td>
<td>3974408.179</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>620.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>897289.221</td>
<td>3971866.671</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>609.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>895080.303</td>
<td>3968462.686</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>608.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>893402.825</td>
<td>3972129.405</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>603.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>890178.624</td>
<td>3969222.054</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>598.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>890841.101</td>
<td>3972406.477</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>591.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>890193.792</td>
<td>3974413.016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>590.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>893250.508</td>
<td>3970230.524</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>585.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>89432.435</td>
<td>3973870.562</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>581.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>897114.404</td>
<td>3974702.01</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>566.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>889036.614</td>
<td>3971339.138</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>565.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>890263.664</td>
<td>3973400.483</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pine Forest/Mixed Forest</td>
<td>565.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>895648.877</td>
<td>3969166.451</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bare Soil sparse intermix cover crop</td>
<td>433.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>890308.174</td>
<td>3972719.761</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bare Soil + Vegetation</td>
<td>431.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>891683.419</td>
<td>3969357.281</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bare Soil sparse intermix cover crop</td>
<td>427.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.5. Uncertainty and Limitations

As explained in the study, the ET flux data used as output for the model development is an average of 2 h (noon—2 PM) of data collected every 30 min through the eddy flux towers. This average data was used to correlate with the image acquisition time. Therefore, tools (ANN training models, automated geospatial models, and executable files) may not be able to predict the daily average ET and obviously true that no image (satellite or aerial) is a representative of the daily (entire day) environmental changes as the images are taken during a particular time of a day. The tools developed in this study may not appropriately estimate that 2 h average ET flux for other landuse types even when tested as the model used for the homogenous pine features in model development. It is likely that some errors might have been introduced in using only two significant image bands (PC1 and PC2) in the analysis and use of image processing software and algorithms used for ANN models. Furthermore, some prediction errors may be attributed to potential errors in ET data measured from eddy covariance-based flux towers [1].
Figure 8. (a) Landuse versus (b) ET flux analysis with stratified random ground-truth points of 5 September 2013 in the study area.
4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, researchers developed three different types of satellite image-based ET models varying from a complex to a more simple and user-friendly level as a software package for users to apply based on their knowledge and the availability of data for pine forests. The software includes (1) artificial neural network based trained models that would predict ET flux values when user provides the PC1 and PC2 ASCII values of their study area as input neurons; (2) an automated geospatial model (PETFRE) to produce an ET flux map of a study area by using Landsat image bands as input rasters; and (3) an executable file to produce the ET flux values of a study pixel or plot-average with the use of PC bands 1 and 2 ASCII values. As forest ET is governed by soil moisture, canopy temperature, leaf area index, stomatal conductance, and vegetation vigor besides other environmental factors, the relevant spectral bands from Landsat were processed using principal component analysis algorithm. Principal component bands PC1 and PC2 (that contain more than 95% inherent digital information of all bands) were used as predictors (input parameters) and actual field ET flux values as the output parameter. A multivariate regression modeling approach was used to develop the pine ET flux estimation algorithm. The algorithm was the basis of the ET flux estimation software development in Visual Basics Studio and ET flux map development with Raster Calculator in ArcGIS. The ET flux map development process was validated through landuse-ET flux correlation analysis. The automated geospatial model-based ET flux map developed for 5 September 2013 for the Parker Tract study area with various other landuse types provided a normal trend in ET Flux values with the type of landuses, which were consistent with other studies. Thus, our less complex, simple, and user-friendly geospatial models and the software should help end-users to develop their ET flux map using minimal data and skill. However, more reliable prediction results could potentially be obtained using the neural network software like BPNN and RBFN model building ability.

With the randomly selected training data for RBFN model, a perfect (0.99) data correlation were obtained along with meager RMSE of 0.0034. Therefore, we believe the trained ANN models (BPNN and RBFN) developed in this study could be used by endusers for predicting the ET flux of pine forest in other locations with similar topographic (coastal flat) and climatic (costal temperate) condition. Although the models are likely robust for such conditions as dataset spanning several years and two different age groups of forest were used in model development, they can still be improved if data from other sites with varying topographic, climatic, and vegetation types could be included to capture spatial variability.
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Appendix A.

Appendix A.1. Python Script for PCA Batch Scripting (Partially Shown in Figure Above)

Appendix A.2. Principal Component Analysis Model Development to Automate the Process in Model Input Parameters Creation
Appendix B. ET Flux Estimation Software Developed in Visual Basics Studio

Figure A1. Form developed in VB Studio 2015.

Figure A2. Executable file worked out example.

```
Public Class Form1

Private Sub Button3_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles Button3.Click
    Me.Close()
End Sub

Private Sub Button2_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles Button2.Click
    decPC1.Text = String.Empty
    decPC2.Text = String.Empty
    txtETFlux.Text = String.Empty
End Sub

Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click
    Dim decimalPC1 As Decimal 'Landsat imagery Principal Component Band 1 value
    Dim decimalPC2 As Decimal 'Landsat imagery Principal Component Band 2 value
    Dim decimalETFlux As Decimal 'ET Flux (w/m2) value as result

    decimalPC1 = CDec(decPC1.Text)
    decimalPC2 = CDec(decPC2.Text)

    'Calculate the ET Flux (W/m2) using the following algorithm
    decimalETFlux = 541.17 + (decimalPC1 * 4.46) - (decimalPC2 * 3.43)

    txtETFlux.Text = decimalETFlux.ToString
End Sub

End Class
```
Appendix C. BPNN Testing Model Prediction Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual0</th>
<th>Predict0</th>
<th>Absolute Error0</th>
<th>Accuracy0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.875407</td>
<td>0.582837</td>
<td>0.29257</td>
<td>66.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.520206</td>
<td>0.462012</td>
<td>0.058194</td>
<td>88.8133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.676164</td>
<td>0.585652</td>
<td>0.090512</td>
<td>86.6139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.943428</td>
<td>0.712031</td>
<td>0.231397</td>
<td>75.4727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.668164</td>
<td>0.579851</td>
<td>0.088313</td>
<td>86.6345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.42101</td>
<td>1.54351</td>
<td>0.12250</td>
<td>91.3323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.12945</td>
<td>0.945626</td>
<td>0.18382</td>
<td>83.7248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.41502</td>
<td>1.53342</td>
<td>0.118395</td>
<td>91.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.32868</td>
<td>1.64654</td>
<td>0.317865</td>
<td>76.0766</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max Absolute Error is: 0.317865; Min Absolute Error is: 0.058194; Average Absolute Error is: 0.1847; Average Accuracy is: 81.2743%.

Appendix D. RBFN Testing Model Prediction Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual0</th>
<th>Predict0</th>
<th>Absolute Error0</th>
<th>Accuracy0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.875407</td>
<td>0.806028</td>
<td>0.069379</td>
<td>92.0747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.520206</td>
<td>0.605002</td>
<td>0.084796</td>
<td>83.6995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.771994</td>
<td>0.638304</td>
<td>0.13369</td>
<td>82.6825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.676164</td>
<td>0.581602</td>
<td>0.094562</td>
<td>86.0149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.943428</td>
<td>0.807281</td>
<td>0.136147</td>
<td>85.5689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.12945</td>
<td>0.683315</td>
<td>0.446131</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.41502</td>
<td>1.35203</td>
<td>0.092362</td>
<td>93.6055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.32868</td>
<td>1.50054</td>
<td>0.171864</td>
<td>87.0651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max Absolute Error is: 0.446131; Min Absolute Error is: 0.069379; Average Absolute Error is: 0.151563; Average Accuracy is: 84.7604%.
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